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Simulation of corticospinal interaction for motor control 

 

PURPOSE 
The main objective of this study was to develop a software model that allows realistic 
simulations of systems of neuronal elements and skeletal muscles. The goal was to 
create a model that is able to reproduce results known form experiments on spinal 
neuronal systems and on corticospinal interactions and allow predictions of results not 
yet demonstrated in empirical experiments.

SUMMARY 
When you look at it closely, it seems like a miracle that we are able to interact with the 
world the way we do. The feats that tend to look most amazing are not the ones that we 
normally would regard as complicated, but the everyday activities that practically 
everyone can perform, like drinking a glass of water or kicking a ball. 

While the anatomical structure and physiological functions of muscles and joints are 
relatively well known, the neural coding of the motor commands is still a mystery. The 
pattern of signals sent to muscles is extremely complex, and the dynamics of interacting 
neurons and properties of muscle tissue and limb mechanics is in many cases very hard 
to measure. Consequently, it is generally hard to study the neuronal processes behind 
motor control with an experimental approach. 

One way to better understand these processes and prepare for future experimental 
research is to build computer models that are able to simulate faithfully complex 
biological processes. This is typically achieved by creating a simplified model of a 
specific subsystem. In this way, the complexity of the model can be kept low while it 
still allows analyses of interesting features of the system. Importantly noted, for complex 
systems it is not possible to discern the interactions and emerging properties from even 
a detailed analysis of the component parts of a system, i.e., a synthetic approach is 
necessary to gain knowledge about whole system. 

A “bottom-up” approach was taken in the present work. Such an approach implies that 
various parts of the spinal motor control system were first modelled as separate 
components. These subsystems were then connected and allowed to interact on 
multiple levels, resulting in a model that allowed simulation of processes ranging from 
ion channel dynamics in single neurons to models of a moving limb. Accordingly, the 
end result was a modular system that was demonstrated to produce results similar to 
experimental recordings on various levels. By validating each subsystems it can be 
assumed that the complete model captures essential properties of the modelled system 
and thus allow realistic simulations of voluntarily movements with the interaction of 
both afferent and external influences. The complete model will in this work be referred 
to as Cim. 
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Introduction 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The control of limb positions is understood in some detail in terms of its basic 
segmental circuitry and its constituting elements, such as motoneurons, interneurons 
and muscle afferents (e.g., Graham and Redman, 1993). It is less well understood how 
voluntary supraspinal commands interact with these spinal elements. An important 
reason for this lack of knowledge is the complexity of both the supraspinal and the 
spinal systems. A model of corticospinal motor control for voluntary movement of 
human upper limb, including simulation of single inter- and motoneuron activity, motor 
units, muscles and the whole joint, would provide an investigative tool not available 
today. Such a tool would make it possible to explore strategies to control a limb that 
would be difficult or impossible in, for instance, animal experiments. 

Computer models of neuromusculoskeletal systems have been widely used over the 
years, and have played an important role in developing an understanding of motor 
control (Winters and Patrick, 2000). Indeed, computer simulations have supported to 
investigations of motor commands by providing a tool for estimation of otherwise 
immeasurable parameters and states, for testing concepts and production of new 
experimental designs (Winters and Patrick, 2000).  

The literature on neuronal and biomechanical dynamics underlying motor control, as 
well as the general approaches of scientific modelling, is shortly presented below. 
Moreover, relevant models found in the literature were reviewed and on that basis a 
complete corticospinal model system was created.  
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Biology of a motor command 

 

BIOLOGY OF A MOTOR COMMAND 
The neural signals that give rise to contraction in muscles, and as a result, limb 
movements, are generated by complex interactions between cortical and subcortical 
structures (primarily the basal ganglia). Large areas of the cortex have projections to both 
the brain stem (corticobulbar pathways) and spinal cord (corticospinal pathways), but only a 
very small fraction of the neurons in these areas send axons that actually impinge on 
motoneurons. Rather, the majority of the neurons – including those of the primary 
motor cortex, i.e., the so-called ‘main motor output area’ – predominantly connect to 
interneurons. These interneurons also receive indirect inputs from the cerebellum, which 
plays an important part by correcting and optimizing the motor command, and from 
sensory afferents, from skin, muscles and joints. The interneurons in turn connect with 
motoneurons that directly control muscle fibres. Many afferent fibres also connect via 
relay interneurons to higher centres within the brain (e.g., brainstem, cerebellum, motor 
cortex, somatosensory cortex, etc) and provide these areas with peripheral information 
regarding both events and states (e.g., muscle length, skin contacts and skin strain 
patterns, limb orientation, etc).  

The neuronal activity underlying any voluntary or reflex-induced movement thus results 
from a complex interaction between supraspinal and afferent signals and the neuronal 
circuitry at the segmental level. By integrating information from both descending 
pathways and afferent systems, the interneurones provide a coordinating system much 
faster than if the whole process had to take place at, for instance, the cortical level. 
Many of the interneurons seem to have very specific functionality although they 
typically receive a multitude of sensory information from muscles, skin and joints. It has 
been proposed that subpopulations of “task-related” interneurons contribute to specific 
movement synergies (Jankowska, 1992). Interneurons are activated by descending 
neurons, not only during movements initiated by supraspinal commands, but also to 
alter reflex initiated movements (Jankowska, 1992). 

The basic segmental circuitries and elements behind reflex movements are relatively well 
known, and has also been simulated in models (e.g., Graham and Redman, 1993). 
However, models of the control of limb movements typically ignore the neuronal 
circuitry and treat supraspinal commands in terms of control of kinetic movement 
parameters or higher order control, such as that expressed by the equilibrium hypothesis 
(e.g., Gribble, 1998). A model that incorporates dynamics of voluntary control on a 
neuronal level has the potential to provide a tool for a deeper understanding of motor 
control than is possible otherwise.  

Elements of simulation 
The first step in creating a model is to choose what to model. A sensible heuristic is to 
create a small, simple model that includes only those elements that are considered 
important for the main purpose of the model, whereas all other elements are ignored 
and greatly simplified. A small model is not only easier to build but also requires less 
parameters and inputs. If the aim is to perform a detailed investigation of a few 
biological phenomena, a specific model, which simulates these aspects in high detail, 
and ignores the rest, is probably the best choice (Winters and Patrick, 2000, chapter 8). 
In contrast, if the aim instead is to examine the overall dynamics, the best approach may 
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instead be to create a general approximation of the phenomena of interest (Winters and 
Patrick, 2000, chapter 8). 

While selecting one of these two extreme approaches – i.e., detailed modelling or a 
general approximation – may seem straightforward, in reality the choice is quite a 
complex one. The main reason for this is that the overall dynamics of a system may be 
crucially dependent on the detailed workings of the underlying subcomponents. In the 
present approach, the neuronal dynamics was simulated in great detail to capture its 
effect on the overall dynamics of the system, while muscle and mechanical dynamics 
were modelled in a more general (‘lumped’) way. As it turned out, the size of the model 
resulting from the compromises, made allows simulations in a reasonable amount of 
time. 

The primary goal of the present study was thus to implement features relevant to the 
spinal control of muscles and limb movements. This implies modelling interneurons and 
motoneurons at the spinal levels. The inputs to the neuronal elements at the spinal level 
were divided into the following two groups. 

(1) ‘supraspinal commands’ (descending information, e.g., from the motor cortex, the 
cerebellum, etc). The nature of these inputs are poorly known but would 
certainly be reflected in the membrane properties of the neurons at the 
segmental level. In other words, it is well known that supraspinal commands are 
received in a anatomical sense by interneurons and motoneurons at the spinal 
level, but the knowledge about these commands in form of changes in 
membrane potential remains rudimentary. As such, the model represents 
supraspinal inputs as time varying excitatory or inhibitory signals to the spinal 
neurons.  

(2) afferent inputs. A MATLAB® model for the simulation of muscle afferents has 
already been developed by Lars Rådman (2002) and was chosen to provide 
realistic inputs from the low-threshold mechanoreceptors of the muscles, that is, 
muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs.  

In the proposed model, skeletal muscles are mainly of interest as producers of force. 
They therefore do not need to be simulated at a cellular level, although cellular 
properties have to be incorporated to capture the dynamics of the whole muscle. More 
precisely, the following biological elements were included in the model.  

Neuronal elements: 

 Interneurons and their connections.  
 A pool of α-motoneurons incorporating the recruitment and rate coding 

dynamics  
 γ-motoneurons that modulate muscle spindle afferent response 
 Muscle spindle, group Ia and II. 
 Golgi tendon organ, group Ib. 

Biomechanical elements: 

 Muscle dynamics, including length-tension, force-length and force-velocity 
relations.  

 Biomechanical joint dynamics, including inner friction, viscosity and gravitation 
aspects.  
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The Neuron 
A biological neuron is a very complex entity, producing a complicated pattern of 
electrical signals that depends both on its intrinsic properties and on inputs received 
from other neurons via synapses.  

Most neurons can be divided into three 
major parts: soma, dendrite and axon (Figure 
6). The soma works much like that of other 
cells, holding the cell nucleus, endoplasmic 
reticulum, ribosomes and other organs 
essential for the cell’s survival. The neu-
ron’s cell membrane has highly specialized 
electrical qualities, allowing the potential 
over the cell membrane to vary depending 
on incoming stimuli and in some regions 
give rise to fast changes of the trans-
membrane potential called action potentials 
(AP; Fig. 2). 

Figure 1: Schematic of a neuron, divided into the three 
parts soma, dendrite and axon. While most neurons 
incorporates these parts in some form, there  size and 
shape of may vary dramatically between different types 
of neurons. See text. 

The proteins in the neuron membrane that allow currents to flow across the membrane 
are called ion channels. Some of them simply allow ions of a special kind to flow 
through, driven by an interplay of the transmembrane electrical potential difference and 
differences in ion concentrations. Other channels are energy dependent and work like 
pumps, forcing ions through the channel against electrical or chemical gradients. During 
rest, i.e., while the neuron’s membrane potential does not change, channels and pumps 
are upholding a relatively low ion flow resulting in a membrane potential of about -65 
mV, referred to as the resting potential.  

Figure 2: Schematic of an action potential (AP). 
The AP may be divided into for phases, 
depolarisation, repolarisation, hyperpolarisation 
and refractory. See text. 

The channels most important for AP production 
are voltage gated, allowing a substantial local 
flow of ions in and out of the cell during very 
short periods of time, and thereby generating a 
transmembrane current. In many neurons, 
sodium and potassium currents dominates the 
AP generation. The major flow of sodium and 
potassium through the cell membrane are 
controlled by voltage gated channels which open 
when the membrane potential reach a certain 
value. When the channels open, the concen-
tration differences over the membrane cause the 
sodium ions to flow into the cell, and potassium 
to flow out. The sodium channels are faster than 
those permeable for potassium, resulting in a fast 
depolarisation of the cell membrane. After about 
0.5 ms, the potassium channels have caught up 
with the sodium current, and the membrane 
potential starts to fall. Because of the changed 
concentrations inside the cell, the membrane 
potential falls below the level it has during the 
resting condition. This property is referred to as 
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the hyperpolarisation phase. During the so-called refractory period, all or a significant portion 
of the channels responsible for the AP are close and therefore, during this period 
normal APs can not be elicited (c.f., Figure 2).  

The part of the cell responsible for transmitting the AP to other cells is known as the 
axon. The axon allows the AP to self-generate and conduct over large distances at a 
substantial velocity (0.5-80 m/s). A single axon often branch out to reach many 
different target cells, while a single neuron typically have numerous synaptic inputs from 
other neurons (as an example, a typical motoneurone has some 10,000 synapses just on 
its soma).  

The structure that connects an axon with the target cell is called a synapse. There are 
electrical and chemical synapses. An electrical synapse is fast and rather stereotypical, 
primarily giving simple excitatory stimuli to the postsynaptic cell. By comparison, a 
chemical synapse is slower (typically 0.5 ms) and appears in many different versions, 
affecting the target cell (the postsynaptic cell) in many ways, both excitatory and inhibitory. 
Excitatory synaptic input will lead to a rise in the postsynaptic membrane potential while 
inhibitory inputs will decrease the postsynaptic potential or counteract excitatory input 
that receives simultaneously. 

In most neurons – including motoneurons – the dendrites constitute the major site of 
synaptic inputs. The structure of the dendrites varies greatly depending on the neuron 
type. It usually forms a richly branched tree that allows very complex summations of 
excitatory and inhibitory input.  

Interneurons, motoneurons and sensory neurons 
The three main types of neurons considered in this study are interneurons, motoneurons and 
sensory neurons.  

 
Figure 3: Spinal-motor circuit including sensory neurons transmitting information from receptors in the muscle to 
the spinal cord, interneurons relaying information inside the spinal cord and motoneurons which connects to the 
muscles and initiate contractions. Copied and edited from (Purves, Augustine, Fitzpatrick, Katz, LaMantia, 
McNamara and Williams, 2001, p. 8). 
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The interneurons relay information between other neurons. In the present context, the 
spinal interneurons are most relevant since they perform the low-level relays between 
sensory and motor neurons. Their somas are typically small, primary transmitting 
information from supraspinal and sensory neurons to motoneurons inside the spinal 
cord.  

The α-motoneuron connects to its muscle via a long axon that terminates in a 
specialized chemical synapse called the motor end-plate. The dendrites of α-moto-
neurons are large, forming numerous synaptic connections and covering an area of up 
to 3 mm in diameter around the cell body. The axon is long and relatively thick, 
reaching all the way from the α-motoneuron soma located in the ventral horn of the 
spinal cord to the muscle fibres of the target muscle.  

The γ-motoneurons influence the activity of the small muscle cells within muscle 
spindles, while β-motoneurons influence both ‘normal’ skeletal muscle fibres and 
muscle spindle. These elements, as well as the afferent model used in the present study 
was discussed in a work by Lars Rådman (2002). 

The muscle 
The muscle cells responsible for contraction are called muscle fibres. The muscle fibres 
of a skeletal muscle are organized into parallel bundles. A typical mammalian muscle 
fibre is about 2 to 6 cm long, and 50-100 µm in diameter. The muscle fibres innervated 
by a single motoneuron is referred to as a muscle unit, and together with the motoneuron 
itself, they are called a motor unit (Loeb and Ghez, 2000). 

A single muscle fibre is made up of myofibrils, containing a series of cylindrical units 
called sarcomeres. Each sarcomere contains contractile proteins organized into thick 
and thin filaments that can slide along each other. The thick filaments consist of myosin 
molecules that have heads that can seize the thin actin filament and create a so-called 
cross-bridge (c.f. Figure 4). During muscle contraction, the cross-bridges pull the filaments 
along each other, increasing the overlap between the myosin and actin filaments and 
shortening the muscle fibre. When the muscle relaxes, the myosin heads let go of the 
thin filaments, allowing the filaments to slide out. Consequently, the force of the muscle 
depends on the amount of myosin heads simultaneously connected to the thin 
filaments. When the muscle is shorter or longer than its resting length, less myosin 
heads may grasp the thin filaments, resulting in a reduced maximum force in the 
outskirts of the contractile range of the muscle. This relationship is generally referred to 
as the force-length property (Loeb and Ghez, 2000). 

A relaxed muscle that is stretched or shortened behaves similar to a rubber band, i.e., 
the muscle strives back to the resting length. This force is produced by a matrix of 
endomysial connective tissue surrounding each muscle fibre. This effect is referred to as 
the length-tension relationship (Loeb and Ghez, 2000). 

The dynamics behind the force-velocity relationship of the muscle depends on the energy 
supply to the myosin heads during a contraction. When a muscle load is less then the 
contractile force, the muscle shortens and the myosin heads have to climb along the 
actin filaments. The process of disconnecting from the actin filament requires energy in 
form of energy-rich molecules (ATP). If the muscle shortens fast, the myosin heads take 
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more steps that leave fewer myosin heads connected to the actin filament at any 
moment, and consequently, less force is produced (Loeb and Ghez, 2000). 

The opposite effect arises when the muscle lengthens. If the muscle is extending, the 
myosin heads are ripped away from its connections on the actin filament. Since the load 
does the job of disconnecting the myosin heads, no ATP is required. This leaves the 
myosin heads ready to grasp immediately a new actin connection sites and a large 
proportion of the heads are connected during the whole muscle extension. Since the 
load has to work against both the contraction force and the disconnection of myosin 
heads, the muscle produces more force than in isometric state, i.e., the force increase 
with negative contraction velocity (Loeb and Ghez, 2000). 

 

Figure 4: Overview of mammalian muscle structure, se text. Originally published in 
(Loeb and Ghez, 2000). 
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All muscle fibres of a motor unit inevitable answer to every input from its motoneuron 
by a single-twitch, i.e., a fast contraction followed by a significantly slower relaxation. If a 
unit is excited before it fully has relaxed, the force is summed although not in a strictly 
additive way. High frequency motoneuron firing thus generates higher peak forces than 
that of a single twitch (Figure 5). The maximum unit force is reached when each twitch 
merely is able to recover the force lost during the relaxation of the previous twitches. 
This force level is generally referred to as tetanus. 
The fibres of a muscle unit are not restricted 
to any specific area of the muscle, but are 
equally distributed over the muscle. The size 
of a muscle unit varies dramatically between 
the units of a muscle. A large motoneuron 
has a large axon that branch out to many 
motor fibres, and thus gives rise to a large 
contraction when activated. A large neuron 
also needs more synaptic input than small 
neurons to discharge. Only small units are 
activated during low-grade excitation of a 
pool of motoneurons. The large motor units 
are only recruited when much force is 
needed, and less precision is required. This 
organisation of the recruitment results in an 
output noise proportional to force, which is 
very efficient compared to an organisation 
resulting in noise independent of force, 
making small and precise movements hardly 
feasible or requiring a very large number of motor units. 

Figure 5: Example of motor unit force summation. 
Top traces show the force response of a typical 
thenar motor unit receiving two spikes with different 
interspike interval (ISI) in each trail. The ISI:s used 
were 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 120, 160, 
200 and 400 ms. The lower traces show the distal 
EMG recordings for each trail, respectively. Plot 
modified from (Thomas, 1999). 
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THE MODEL 
The second step in the process of creating a model of a biological system is to choose 
an appropriate form. The primary choices in the present context were between a black-
box model and a structural model (Winters and Patrick, 2000, chapter 8). The black-box 
approach in its purest form is merely a pattern reproduction. Given any input in the 
input range, the model should show an output as close to that of a real biological system 
as possible. This does not mean that the parameters inside the ‘black box’ have to 
correspond to those measured in the biological system; in fact, they do not need to have 
any relationship at all. The only important feature is that the input-output relationships 
are similar. The black-box approach, however, makes no assumptions about unknown 
parameters in the biological systems, and often allows the model to remain simple and 
efficient and still faithfully replicate the behaviour of complex systems.  

In contrast, structural models imitate the biological system as faithfully as possible, not 
only in terms of a realistic input-output relationship, but also by reflecting the physical 
structure of the biological system. Unknown parameters are estimated and the full 
model is divided into sub-models, corresponding to structural or functional elements in 
the biological system. The strength of structural models is that they in the sense can 
incorporate operational aspects and predict output of the real system with a much 
higher accuracy than the black-box. The fact that a realistic structural model often 
includes many parameters and elements tend to make it computationally demanding. 

The black box and structural approaches is seldom, if ever, used in its purest form, as 
they are described above. A model may never incorporate all aspects of the system it is 
supposed to reproduce, because then the model becomes the system itself, therefore the 
structural model is always dependent on the black box on some level. On the other 
hand, the black box in its purest form is merely a reproduction of an input-output 
relation that we already know, because we have to know it to build the model. 
Consequently, the useful model lies somewhere between these extremes, and the 
question of model form is not a binary choice, but a weighting of how much of the 
black box that should be opened.  

The model was developed in seven separate sub-models, corresponding to the biological 
elements that were to be incorporated: 

 the neuron 
 the synapse (inhibitory and excitatory) 
 the motor unit 
 the muscle 
 the limb  
 the muscle spindle 
 the Golgi tendon organ 

As earlier mentioned, realistic MATLAB® models of muscles spindle and Golgi tendons 
has already been developed by Lars Rådman (2002).  

The neuron 
Many types of neuron models can be found in the literature, ranging from very simple 
operators with only a vague connection to its biological prototype (Stillings, Weisler, 
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Chase, Feinstein, Garfield and Rissland, 1995), to large structural models incorporating 
many of the dynamics found in real neurons (Koch and Segev, 1998; Gerstner and 
Kirstler, 2002, part 2). In the present work, a realistic and relatively detailed model of 
interneurons and motoneurons was desirable. Still, the computational demands had to 
be kept at a minimum, even during simulations including networks of a few hundreds of 
neurons.  

The Hodgkin and Huxley model 
As early as 1952, Hodgkin and Huxley presented a remarkably accurate model that 
quantitatively describe the generation of action potentials (AP) (Huxley, 1957). 
Hodgkin-Huxley found that the currents produced by sodium and potassium ions 
flowing through the cell membrane, together with a passive ion current generally 
referred to as the leak, was enough to create a good description of APs. Modelling the 
behaviour of the ion channel transitions between conductional and non-conductional 
states allowed estimation of the dynamics behind AP generation.  

The Hodgkin-Huxley modelling approach describes the change in membrane potential 
(V) as the sum of all currents over the membrane (Ik) divided with the membrane 
capacity (C). 

( )∑=
k

k tI
dT
dVC  Eq. 1  

The definitions of the ion currents differ dependent on the ion channel kinetics. 
Hodgkin-Huxley’s original definition of sodium (INa), potassium (Ik) and leak (IL) can be 
written as 

( )NaNaNa VVhmgI −= 3*  Eq. 2  

( )KKK VVngI −= 4*  Eq. 3  

( )LLL VVgI −=   Eq. 4  

where m, h and n are gating variables controlling sodium activation, sodium inactivation 
and potassium delayed rectifier, respectively. Each gating variable evolves according to 
the following differential equation 

( )( ) ( )wVwV
dt
dw

ww βα −−= 1
 

Eq. 5  

where w is an alias for m, h and n. The parameters α and β (specific for each gating 
variable) are empirical functions of V, originally adjusted to fit the data of the giant 
axon of the squid (Huxley, 1957). The model thus consist of 9 coupled differential 
equations. 

Usually, the researcher want to simulate the effect of an externally applied current (IApp), 
extending Eq. 1 to 

( ) ( )∑+=
k

kApp tItI
dT
dVC  Eq. 6  

which completes the original Hodgkin-Huxley model.  
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The Hodgkin-Huxley model became popular not only because of its simplicity and 
relatively accurate description of spiking dynamics, but also because of its extension 
possibilities. Many models have extended the original Hodgkin-Huxley model by 
incorporating more ion currents and by dividing the neuron into compartments and 
thereby making it possible to simulate membrane dynamics in different parts of a 
neuron (Koch and Segev, 1998, chapter 3). By their extensibility, variants of the 
Hodgkin-Huxley model are currently the dominating methods for simulating the 
dynamics of neuron firing.  

Evaluation 
Since the neuron model is instantiated in the form a set of linked differential equations 
and the complete model was supposed to contain a substantial number of neurons, 
simulating the neurons obviously represents a computational challenge. In contrast, the 
muscle and joint models would never play a significant role for the computation time. 
Therefore, the trade-off between neuronal dynamics and computation time would be 
the most important factor for the evaluation. 

Three models built on the Hodgkin-Huxley modelling approach were studied closer: 
 a model of cat motoneurons presented by Powers (Powers, 1993). 
 a simulation of human motoneurons presented by Jones & Bawa (Jones and 

Bawa, 1997). 
 a vertebrate motoneuron model presented by Booth (Booth, 1997).  

Powers’ model  
Powers’ model incorporates five currents in a single compartment, including slow and 
fast potassium, low- and high-threshold calcium and a leak current. The gating dynamics 
was simulated with a simplified steady-state approach, eliminating a few exponentials 
compared to the original Hodgkin-Huxley model. It produced a credible firing pattern 
to direct stimuli, but incorporated neither non-linear firing dynamics nor any spatial 
dependencies. 

Jones’ and Bawa’s model 
The Jones-Bawa model was in many ways the opposite of Powers’ model. Instead of a 
single compartment, Jones & Bawa used a compartmental approach with an initial 
segment, a soma and an equivalent dendrite divided into a series of connected segments. 
The initial segment and soma both incorporated sodium, fast potassium and leak 
currents, while only the soma was equipped with a slow potassium current. The dendrite 
was modelled as a passive cable allowing AP to flow through the dendrite and synapses 
and thereby influence the various parts of the neuron’s membrane. While this model 
presented good spatial dynamics, the multi-compartmental approach was expected to 
produce a significantly longer computation time than the other models.  

Booth’s model 
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In the Booth’s model, neurons are divided into two compartments consisting of a soma 
and a dendrite. If one considers the ion currents alone, this model was the most 
extensive one. The soma incorporated conductance of sodium, potassium delayed 
rectifier, N-like calcium, calcium dependent potassium and leak, while the dendrite 
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included both N- and L-like calcium currents together with calcium dependent 
potassium and leak currents. Besides the ion currents, the intracellular calcium 
concentration is taken into account in each compartment to enabling proper simulation 
of the calcium dependent potassium current.  

I chose the Booth model because it offers the best trade-off between spatial dynamics 
and computation time. In particular, Booth’s model incorporated a plateau potential 
property that may play a significant role for motor behaviour (Kiehn, 1991), by making 
the motoneurons respond with long lasting firing output to short synaptic inputs. 

Prototype modifications 
Booth’s model was able to simulate the membrane potential and ion currents for a 
single neuron receiving current externally applied to the soma. In the present work, a 
network of interacting neurons was required, and the original model of Booth was 
extended to make it possible to simulate multiple neurons simultaneously. One synaptic 
current per compartment, for each class of synapses, was also included, as well as an 
axonal spike delay system that was able to incorporate the dynamics of variable axonal 
length and velocity (see APPENDIX A for details).  

The membrane potential of the axon was simulated as a delayed soma potential, 
dependent on the neuron’s relative size and the length of its axon. In this way, the 
temporal dynamics of an axon could be incorporated in the model without creating a 
series of compartment’s that simulate the whole conduction of APs, and consequently 
would have required extensive computation recourses. The complete neuron model is 
presented in Figure 6. 

Since the Booth-model was fitted to turtle motoneuron data, and the dynamics of a 
human motoneuron was required, the electrical and conduction parameters for the 
sodium and potassium channels were taken from the model of human motoneurons by 
Jones & Bawa. All equations and parameters of the neuron model are found in the 
APPENDIX A. 

 
Figure 6: Schematic of the neuron model. Soma and dendrite are implemented as two separate compartments, including 
five and three active ion conductance, respectively. The ion currents are sodium (INa), potassium delayed rectifier (IK-dr), 
calcium dependent potassium (IK(Ca)), N-like calcium (ICa-N), L-like calcium (ICa-N) and a synaptic conductance. In addition, 
there is an applied conductance (Iapp), a leak (not included in figure) and a coupling conductance (gc) that allow the current 
to spread between the compartments. The axon is not implemented as a separate compartment but just inherits the soma 
membrane potential through a delay (tdelay) dependent on axonal length and velocity. The axon produces action potentials 
that work as input to synapses and motor units (cf., the synapse and motor unit sections). 
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Variable time-step 
As earlier discussed, a disadvantage of Hodgkin-Huxley models is that they contain 
multiple differential equations that cannot be solved analytically. In the present work, 
these equations were converted to difference equations and solved using a brute force 
method where time-dependent variables in each time t were calculated on basis of there 
values in time t-1. 

Long time-steps, i.e., a long jump between each instant calculation of the time-
dependent variables, can dramatically decrease the computation time but at the same 
time may result in serious calculation errors when some variables change fast, as they do 
during for example AP generation. Appropriate time-steps while a neuron is at rest may 
be 0.5 ms whereas they may have to be as short as 1 µs during an AP. 

Taking the required time step length into account may reduce the computation time. A 
variable time-step that allows each neuron to be simulated with its own optimal 
frequency was therefore implemented. Since many of the neurons were interacting, the 
neurons individual time paths had to be fully synchronized. In addition, the higher level 
models of muscle and joint dynamics which were running on a longer time-step, had to 
be able to gather spiking information from the neurons even when they ran on much 
higher frequencies. 

Dynamic setting of the time-step was solved by using a frequency level scheme where 
each level contained a fixed number of steps filling a single time-step of its parent level. 
If the membrane potential change over a single step exceeded a threshold value, the 
neuron was recalculated at a lower level, i.e., with a shorter time-step. If the membrane 
potential change over the step still exceeded the threshold, the neurons would be forced 
to step down another level, and recalculate once again. This will be repeated until the 
change over the time step decreased the threshold or the lowest level have bin reached.  

In the end of the level’s sequence (i.e., when the current time becomes divisible with the 
frequency of the parent level), the neuron would automatically step up one level. If the 
membrane potential over the step on the higher level did not exceed the threshold, the 
simulation would continue on the higher level, otherwise it would immediately return to 
the level where it came from. The length of the maximum and minimum time-step, as 
well as the length of the step sequence for each level, was implemented so that they 
easily could be set individually for each simulation. The time-step variation for a single 
neuron during a small membrane potential change, caused by for example a synaptic 
input, is shown in Figure 7. 

All the higher sub-models, including the synapse model, were implemented to run only 
on the top level frequency. By locking the dynamical time-step to fixed levels, a value 
for each step on the top level could always be extracted, allowing the neurons to always 
remain synchronized on the top-level frequency.  

 

FIGURE 7: Schematic example of the variable 
time-stepping for a single neuron. A stimuli is 
changing the neuron’s membrane potential, first 
only a little letting the neuron be simulated on level 
2, but later the membrane potential change 
increase, forcing the neuron down to level 4. When 
the membrane potential stabilizes, the neuron 
return to level 1 as fast as possible. This approach 
dramatically reduces the steps calculated; in this 
case from a total of 256 steps to 11 
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The synapse 
The common way to simulate synaptic inputs to a Hodgkin-Huxley neuron is to model 
the synapse as an ion current among the others (c.f., Figure 6, p. 18). There are several 
models of the gating kinetics of different synapses present in the literature and many of 
them incorporate extensive multi-state kinetics (Koch and Segev, 1998, chapter 1). The 
model used in the present work is a very simplified two-state model presented by 
(Destexhe, 1994). This model was chosen for its relatively accurate gating kinetics 
despite its simple structure and low computational requirements. Yet, in large networks, 
the number of synapses easily becomes problematic, since they require extensive 
computation resources even if simplified gating kinetics are used.  

The model produced by Destexhe et al (later referred to as the DMS-model), was 
optimized by Lytton (Lytton, 1996). Lytton managed to lump all synapses of a single 
neuron into one current for each synapse type. Even if the computation requirements 
remain high compared to the rest of the model, this technique prevent the computation 
time to grow exponentially with the network size. 

Each synapse of the DMS-model varies between the two states ropen and rclosed according to 
the classical Hodgkin-Huxley gating functions α and β.  

openclosed rr
⎯⎯←
⎯→⎯

β

α

 Eq. 7  

In opposite to the gating kinetics of a standard ion channel, α and β are not voltage 
dependent. Instead, α is defined as a transmitter dependent function, 
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where the transmitter concentration (C) is given as a square wave of amplitude 1. β is a 
constant. 

The conductivity for an active and inactive synapse updates as Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 
respectively. 
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The r∞ and τr are variables controlling transmitter release, defined as 
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where Tmax is the maximum concentration of transmitter during the pulse. 

Studying a single class of synapses, Lytton’s version of the DMS-model divides all 
synapses of a cell into two groups, ON and OFF. The summed conductivity of the two 
groups is regarded as the total activation of all synapses on the cell (RSYN). 

OFFONSYN RRR +=  Eq. 13  
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The change in conductivity over each time-step is calculated in a similar way as done for 
each synapse in the original DMS-model (compare with Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 ). 

( ) rt
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∞∞ −+=  Eq. 14 

t
OFFOFF eRR ∆−= β*  Eq. 15 

GON represents the proportion of active synapses on the neuron, relative to the 
synapse’s individual weights; 
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gi is the maximum conductance for each active synapse (i), and G  is the total 
conductance when all synapses of the cell are active. 

Each time a pulse of transmitter begins or ends, RON and ROFF must be changed 
accordingly. This is done by calculating the activation of any synapse from the value is 
had the last time it changed. If a pulse of transmitter begins in synapse i at time t, RON 
must be increased and ROFF decreased with the conductivity of the synapse (ri(t)). If the 
value of ri at the time of the last transmitter pulse end (tlast), is known, ri(t) is given by 
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Correspondingly, the change in conductivity when a pulse ends may by calculated as 
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where tlast is the time at which the transmitter pulse started. 

In this way, Lytton manages to calculate the full dynamics of all synapses of a neuron, 
without making separate computations for each synapse, and consequently, much 
computer resources are saved. 

Connection to the neuron model 
Lyttons version of the DMS-model was implemented as a current regulator sensitive to 
presynaptic spikes. A presynaptic cell was allowed to form one synaptic connection of 
each kind, to each compartment of its target cells. 

As earlier discussed (cf., The neuron, p. 15), the synapse model received input from the 
axonal delay system of the neuron. The length of synaptic activation was set to remain 
one time-step on the highest time-step level (c.f., The Variable time-step section, p 19). . In 
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each time-step, the synaptic conduction was updated as described above, returning a 
relative activation variable to the neuron model. The neuron model could use the 
activation parameter as a gating variable, and produce a synaptic current in the standard 
Hodgkin-Huxley manner. See APPENDIX B for details. 

The motor unit 
In the 1960s a technique to activate a single motor unit in an otherwise relaxed muscle 
was developed (Bessou, 1963; Mcphedran, 1965a-b), which made it possible to record 
the resulting contraction of a firing motoneuron, i.e. the single twitch. The time from 
the onset of the twitch to the peak of contraction was taken as a measure of the 
contraction speed, and the tetanic tension could be recoded by stimulating the ventral 
root filament at various rates. 

Many force producing models based on these findings can be found in the literature 
(e.g., Clamann, 1988; Studer, 1999; Taylor, 2002; Uchiyama, 2003). Often the motor 
units are treated as a lumped force producing element, ignoring the dynamics of each 
single twitch. In the present work, a model compatible with the output of the neuron 
model was desirable. 

Motor unit force model 
The motor unit was implemented as a critically damped second order system, based on 
the model of isometric force for motor units, developed by Fuglevand and colleges 
(Fuglevand, 1993). The model receives a binary spike train generated by the 
motoneurons, containing discharge times (tij) and generates a motor unit force (Fi). 
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 Eq. 23  

The motor unit force for unit i at time t is calculated as the sum of the past discharges 
(k) in the unit. The twitch force (fij(t-tij)) for twitch j in unit i, is calculated as 
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where Pi and Ti represents the peak twitch force and contraction time, respectively. The 
gain (gij) depend on the inter spike interval (ISI). For a normalized stimulus rate (Ti/ISI) 
below 0.4 the gain is constant, and for higher stimulus rates it follows  
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where S represents a sigmoid function determining the gain as 
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Distributions 
As described in The muscle section (p. 11), a large motoneuron have a thicker axon that 
can branch out to more muscle fibres, leading to a motor unit with a large motoneuron 
gets a stronger twitch force and consequently, a higher peak twitch force (Pi). The peak 
force distribution was approximated as a function of the motoneurons relative size. 

( ) ( ) NRZ PieiP /ln⋅=  Eq. 27 

where Zi represent the relative size of motoneuron in motor unit i, and N the total 
number of motor units. RP represents the range of peak forces. 

Furthermore, conduction velocity of a thick axon is higher than that of a thin one, 
resulting in a shorter contraction time in large motor units. The relation between peak 
force and contraction time T(i) can be approximated as an inverse power function. 
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TL and RT represent the longest contraction time, and the contraction time range, 
respectively.  

Output 
Summing the forces of each motor unit in the muscle produces a muscle force that is 
independent of force-length and force-velocity aspects of the muscle. 
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This force will be referred to as the active muscle force, and is the only output of the motor 
unit model. Details if found in APPENDIX C 

The muscle 
The present muscle-force model is based on Hill’s classical muscle model (Hill, 1938) 
and the extensive work of Zajac (Zajac, 1989). The model can be divided into three 
anatomically distinct elements including a contractile element (CE), a passive elastic 
element (PE) and a series elastic element (SE), all represented in Figure 8. 

 

 
 
FIGURE 8: Schematic overview of the muscle 
model, based on the classical Hill-model (Hill, 
1938). The tree parts represent anatomically 
distinct elements of a skeletal muscle, including a 
contractile element (CE) with force-length and 
force-velocity properties, a passive elastic element 
(PE) including length-tension properties and a 
series elastic element (SE) incorporating the 
dynamics of the connective-tissues. 
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The force relations of each element were formulated as proposed by Brown (Brown, 
1996). Brown and co-workers presented an extensive evaluation of present element-
models correlated with data from soleus muscle. 

Contractile element 
While the motor unit model produce force realistic for each motor unit, the contractile 
properties dependent on muscle length and velocities still have to be taken into account 
to make the force production realistic for the whole muscle. The contractile element 
was basically implemented as a filter, converting active force output from the motor 
units to a muscle force dependent on the force-length and force-velocity relations (for 
details, see APPENDIX D). 

Passive elastic element 
The passive elastic element included the length-tension relation produced by the 
stretching property of endomysial connective tissue surrounding each muscle fibre. It 
was implemented as a force-producing element which generated low forces when the 
muscle were close to the resting length and dramatically more force closer to the 
extremes (for details, see APPENDIX D). 

Series elastic element 
The series elastic element was incorporated as a part of the afferent model and is 
presented in the work by Lars Rådman (2002).  

The limb 
The elbow model were primary built on the 
findings by An (An, 1981). The mechanics 
of the joint were very simplified, incorpo-
rating two muscle elements referred to as 
flexor and extensor connected to the upper- 
and forearm as shown in Figure 9. 

The forearm of the model rotates, with a 
single degree of freedom, around a fixed 
point, while the upper arm is held still in a 
vertical position. The elbow angel was 
restricted to 0o ≤ α ≤ 180o, with an 
exponentially increasing damping force at 
the extremes of the rotation range. The 
flexor and extensor forces, together with the 
gravitational effect on the lower arm, was 
applied to the forearm rotation while taking 
into account their respective moment arms. 
Similarly, extra loads placed in the hand 
could be simulated taking into account the moment arms and gravity (for details, see 
APPENDIX E). 

 
 

FIGURE 9: Schematic of the full limb system, 
including elbow joint rotating in the vertical plane (α). 
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The elbow joint rotates around a relatively fixed point, making modelling much easier 
than if the center of rotation would have changed depending on joint angle. Still, the 
present mechanical model ignores many aspects of a biological joint, especially in terms 
of multipoint dynamics of most muscles in the elbow. These aspects are hard to imitate 
and would have required extensive computer resources if incorporated in the model. 
Since the mechanical model itself was not a primary aim of the project, this simplified 
version was regarded as a suitable choice.  

FIGURE 10A FIGURE 10B 

 

FIGURE 10: Schematic of neuronal connectivity between muscles and the neurons in spinal cord (A). Afferents (i.e., 
muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs), receives length and tension information from the muscles supplying the Ia, 
Ib and excitatory interneurons, as well as the α-motoneuron, with synaptic input (B). The γ-input to the muscle spindles 
had to be represented as a muscle-wide relative drive, rather than single neuron fires. Consequently, the γ-
motoneurons were not represented by the muscle model (cf., Lars Rådman 2002). Filled and empty drops represent 
inhibitory and excitatory synapses, respectively. 

Putting the parts together 
Two instances of the muscle model 
were connected to the limb as flexor 
and extensor. The number of motor 
units in each muscle could easily be 
set for each simulation, and 
connected to the spinal cord as 
shown in Figure 10A. 
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For each muscle, the neurons were 
connected as shown in Figure 10B. 
The configuration is a simplification 
of well-known neuronal elements 
and their connections. All neurons 
received supraspinal inputs.  

The neuron connectivity is not 
restricted to the arrangement 
represented in Figure 10B. Although 
the present configuration were used 
for all full-scale simulations 
presented in this work, specific 

 
FIGURE 11: Schematic overview of Cim. The arrows represent 
the information flow inside the system. Cim is completely 
modularly, and all parts of the figure, with the exception of the 
supraspinal command, represent separate units that may be 
used standalone, or in interaction with a selection of the other 
units. 

Except for the Mechanical model, all units may exist in multiple 
instances and be freely interconnected, see text.  
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connections and or properties may be set for each neuron, or group of neurons. In the 
same manner, any neurons may by connected to one motor unit each, and thereby 
supply input to the motor unit model. The motor units may be connected to a muscle 
instance and provide inputs to the muscle model, which in turn interact with the mecha-
nical model.  

Furthermore, the muscles length and tension information are sent to the instances of 
the afferent models, which produce synaptic input back to the neuron model. 
Schematically, the whole system connectivity may be represented as in Figure 11. 

Implementation 
MATLAB® was chosen to be the implementation platform, mainly for its good 
performance and suitable data handling, and to make interaction with the already 
implemented elements easy.  

It was realized early on that the model was going to be quite large, and produce large 
amounts of simulation data. MATLAB® is a very powerful tool for handling and 
presenting data, still, a clear model structure was important to keep track of the huge 
amount of variables and constants in the model. At the same time, the computational 
aspects were expected to be critical, and the model had to be written in a way that 
optimized performance. 

MATLAB® is a great matrix handler, and storing data in large matrixes generally result in 
a short source code that is relatively fast when executed. It may seem that this would be 
the natural choice, but multidimensional matrixes are hard to work with and result in 
error-prone software. Furthermore, matrixes have a very stiff structure that sometimes 
forces the program to compute more data than is actually required. 

To minimize the drawbacks of large matrices, a structure based on the data-type 
“struct” was chosen. Instead of transporting all data as parameters in each function call, 
which would have resulted in a large internal data flow, or having numerous global 
variables that would have resulted in a very messy implementation, a few global structs 
was created. A struct may hold a number of variables (i.e., matrixes), or other structs, 
resulting in the possibility to create a tree of organized variables. Each global struct held 
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--- 

010: global synapses; % Main struct for the synapse model. 

--- 

124: synapses.soma.GABA.rel = zeros(precells,postcells);  
   % Initiate GABA-relations matrix (1=synaps, 0=no synaps) 

--- 

136: synapses.soma.GABA.r=zeros(2,postcells);  
     % Fraction of all open GABA-receptors 

137: synapses.soma.GABA.E=-75; 
     % Reversal potential for GABA synapses 

138: synapses.soma.GABA.lastt = ones(precells,postcells); 

139: synapses.soma.GABA.lastr = zeros(precells,postcells); 

140: synapses.soma.GABA.on = zeros(2,postcells); 

141: synapses.soma.GABA.off = zeros(2,postcells); 

142: synapses.soma.GABA.onfire = zeros(precells,postcells); 

--- 

FIGURE 12: An example of how the data type “struct” is used to organize data on the synapse model. The code is 
taken directly from a MATLAB® source file. Text to the right of any % sign represents comments; --- represent code 
that is left out from the display.  
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all data for one sub model, which in turn was arranged into different parts of each sub 
model. This approach made it easy to always keep track on which variable that was to be 
manipulated, and since all model data was stored in the same manner, the risk of 
working with wrong version of the data was minimized (c.f., Figure 12). Se also the Code 
example section of APPENDIX A.  

This is a standard approach in object oriented programming, and even often used in 
classical imperative languages as C, but seldom used in MATLAB®. Although some 
additional computation resources are required by the structs, the advantages in terms of 
a well organized code outweighted the disadvantages. 

Importantly noted, the object-oriented approach was not taken further than necessary. 
For example, all parallel variables, as the activation parameter (r) for a certain kind of 
synapse, was stored in low dimensional matrixes where each cell held the variable value 
for one neuron (c.f., Line 136, Figure 12). In the same manner, all relations between sub 
models, as for example the synaptic connections between neurons, was stored as 
matrixes. This offered a fast way to handle large numbers of relations. 

Furthermore, structs may be saved as files, which makes it easy to save whole simula-
tions for later review, or even to perform simulations incrementally. The functionality of 
working with multiple simulations simultaneously was also incorporated, which 
dramatically facilitated testing and data comparisons.  

Data presentation 
Structuring and saving data is 
important, but obviously not 
enough; the simulations also 
have to be presented in a 
suitable way. For this task, a 
set of specialized tools was 
developed that made data 
presentation faster and easier 

When the neuron model was 
connected to the synapse 
model and was able to create 
a neuronal network, a 
powerful tool to view the 
neuronal activity over time 
was requested. The snapshot 
of a video generated by the 
animation tool produced for 
this task is presented in 
Figure 13. The tool became 
useful for testing both the 
neuron and the synapse 
models during small and 
middle-sized network 
simulations.  

FIGURE 13: Snapshot from an animation of neuron activity. When the 
membrane potential of a neuron rise over its resting potential, the circle 
representing the soma turns red, and make it possible to view the neural 
activity over time.  
The neurons may also be arranged into groups, for example 
corresponding to the different neuron classes (c.f., Figure 10). This made 
it easy to follow the possession of each neuron. 
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Another useful way to view neural activity was through a set of two-dimensional plots, 
representing the neuronal input, internal activity and force  output of a single motor unit 
(c.f., Figure 14). 

 
FIGURE 14: Close view of a single motor unit over a period of 2.5 seconds.  

Top trace represents the membrane potentials of all presynaptic neurons. The action potentials give rice to 
synaptic activity in the dendrite of the motoneuron, which is summed and plotted in the second trace. The 
resulting fluctuations in the membrane potential of the dendrite and soma is plotted in trace three and four, 
respectively. 

The synaptic inputs in this case was strong enough to give rise to repetitive firing in the motoneuron, and 
consequently, a number of partially fused twitches were produced by the muscle unit. The resulting motor unit 
force output is plotted in the bottom trace. 
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DISCUSSION 

Simulation Results 
After putting all the sub-models together to a complete spinal system, Cim was able to 
reproduce results of experimental findings on several levels. It should be pointed out 
that the present model may be used in numerous ways and can be tested against a huge 
number of experimental findings. Since the focus of this work lies on developing a 
model, the following simulation results are presented as examples of the strengths, as 
well as the weaknesses, of the present model, and do not intend to illustrate a complete 
application space of the model. 

All simulations presented here were computed on a standard AMD Athlon XP2100+ 
PC in less than two hours each.  

Motoneuron firing dynamics 
A five second simulation with 20 α-
motoneurons for each muscle, and a 
total of 120 neurons in the whole 
simulation, was computed. Flexor and 
extensor received an equal supraspinal 
drive as shown in Figure 15 (top trace). 
The instantaneous firing frequency of a 
small and a large α-motoneuron of the 
flexor is plotted in mid trace, represented 
by dots and circles, respectively. Finally, 
the resulting force response in the 
muscle is visible in the bottom trace.  

 
FIGURE 15: Simulated firing frequency (mid trace) and 
muscle force (bottom trace) as response to a voluntary 
contraction, i.e., supraspinal drive (top trace), see text.  

Note in particular that the motoneurons 
start to fire at a frequency of about 5 Hz 
and reach a maximum steady state 
frequency of about 20 Hz, which 
correspond well with the firing dynamics 
of real human motoneuron (e.g., Kiehn, 
1997). 

Plateau potentials 
The motoneuron model was able to produce plateau potentials, i.e., repetitive firing as a 
response to a short excitatory input, by altering the ion conductance for potassium and 
calcium (cf., APPENDIX A). The firing frequencies produced during plateau was 
somewhat higher than those seen in real human motoneurons (e.g., Kiehn, 1997), but 
shows a reassuring similarity in terms of the response to synaptic input.  

Although this feature may be very interesting to study in full-scale simulations, e.g., 
during target movements, the plateau potentials was not regarded as a main property of 
the model, and due to lack of time not studied closer. 
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FIGURE 16: Simulated 
membrane potential and 
frequency plots for a single 
motoneuron configured to 
produce plateau potentials. The 
neuron receives a constant 
excitatory input for 700 ms, which 
result in a repetitive firing until a 
inhibitory pulse is received. Ion 
conductance values is found in 
the appendix.  

 

Motor unit force dynamic 
The simulated force response of a single 
motor unit was calculated while stimulated 
twice with different inter spike interval (ISI, 
Figure 17). In these simulations, the same ISIs 
was used as used by Thomas et al. (1999) 
when they recorded the forces in single motor 
units from the human thenar muscle (c.f., 
Figure 5, p. 13). 

The overall behaviour of the motor unit 
model corresponds well with the recordings. 
The simulated motor units showed a slightly 
longer relaxation time, compared to the 
contraction time, and a significantly smaller 
gain for short ISIs than its biological proto-
type. Furthermore, the output from the 
simulated motor unit does not suffer from 
noise, which is clearly visible during motor unit relaxation in the empirical data.  

 
FIGURE 17: Simulated force response of a motor 
unit receiving two spikes at different ISI:s. The ISI:s 
were 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 120, 160, 
200 and 400 ms. Compare with Figure 5. 

A better fit could easily have been attained by fine tuning the model, but the effect of 
these small differences was considered insignificant compared to the deviation caused 
by the low number of motoneurons, and Fuglevands original configuration were kept 
for consistency reasons (Fuglevand, 1993). 
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Phase lag 

  

FIGURE 18: Simulated 
amplitude and phase lag 
plots for forearm move-
ments as a response to a 
sinusoidal modulation fre-
quency. 

Flexor and extensor moto-
neurons were stimulated 
with a sinusoidal current of 
constant frequency and 
amplitude. Thirteen simula-
tions run with different fre-
quencies were computed, of 
witch the mean amplitude 
and phase lag is plotted in 
the figure. The smooth cur-
ves were drawn by eye.  

The simulations incorp-
orated 32 motoneurons and 
64 interneurons for each 
muscle, 

 

FIGURE 19: Amplitude and 
phase lag relation to 
stimulation frequency for six 
subjects (Jacks, 1988).  

Biceps and triceps were sti-
mulated with pulses of sinu-
soidal amplitude, through 
electrodes strapped to the 
arm, while forearm move-
ments were recorded.  

 

Cim was able to reproduce the movements of a forearm electrically stimulated through 
electrodes placed on biceps and triceps, compare simulated data (Figure 18) with 
recorded data (Figure 19) from (Jacks, 1988). For higher frequencies, both simulated 
amplitude change and phase lag was slightly smaller than that recorded by Jacks. The 
differences were, however, small. The simulated muscles could only be stimulated 
through an applied current in the motor units’ soma, while the real muscles were 
stimulated by electrodes strapped on the skin, resulting in another difference that was 
hard to compensate for.  
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Ball catching 
FIGURE 20: Simulated elbow 
deflection and EMG response 
when catching a ball. The system 
received a constant supraspinal 
drive resulting in a moderate 
contraction of both flexor and 
extensor. At time 0, a 900 g ball 
is dropped into the hand of the 
system, from the height of 20 cm. 

The figure represents average 
values over 20 simulations, each 
one incorporating 24 moto-
neurons and 48 interneurons for 
each muscle.  

An attempt to simulate the behaviour of an arm catching a ball was made and the result 
is presented in Figure 20. As reference the recordings of Bennett et al. was used 
(Bennett, 1994). They presented several configurations, of which the one presented in 
Figure 21 was chosen.  

When comparing the recorded and simulated data visually, it is obvious that they 
resemble each other albeit not perfectly. Cim presented a faster elbow deflection than 
the one recorded by Bennett and co-workers. The simulated EMG also shows 
considerable differences compared to the recorded data, in several aspects. The stretch-
reflex resulted in a clear two-pulse EMG response in the human biceps muscle, while 
the EMG produces by Cim merely show one pulse response to the ball impact. The 
origin of the second EMG pulse in the human response is, however, not known but 
may result from both spinal and 
supraspinal interactions none of which 
was explicitly modelled in Cim; similar 
factors may also explain the low-level 
triceps activity visible in the human data 
but lacking in the Cim simulations. 

 
FIGURE 21: Data from (Bennett, 1994). The subject 
held the forearm in a relaxed horizontal position, with 
the upper arm held vertically. At time 0 a 900 g ball hit 
the palm and result in an elbow deflection (upper trace). 
The EMG of biceps was recorded and is shown in 
middle and lower traces. The subject was blindfold 
during catching, and the ball was released 
unexpectedly, which was assumed to result in a 
constant voluntarily drive to the muscles. All traces is 
averages over 10 trails.  

It seems clear that Cim manages to 
maintain an arm position and make use of 
afferent feedback to compensate for 
external influences. It should also be said 
that a perfect reproduction of the 
recorded data was not expected. The 
multi-joint aspects (the human in reality 
controlled both the elbow and the 
shoulder), as well as the interaction 
between numerous muscles in the human 
arm, may play a major role for a task like 
the one presented here. These are 
limitations of the present mechanical 
model, however, and do not necessarily 
imply any shortcomings in the other parts 
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of Cim, because it would allow the implementation of alternative and more complex 
neuronal as well as muscular configurations. 

Limitations 
The neuron, synapse, motor unit and muscle models used in the present work were all 
based on well-established modelling approaches, and were all confirmed to reproduce 
published data (Fuglevand, 1993; Brown, 1996; Lytton, 1996; Booth, 1997). Most of the 
prototype changes were technical modifications made to allow the sub-models to work 
together. Notably, vast care was taken to ensure that these modifications did not alter 
the behaviour of the individual sub-models; in case of the neuron model, the original 
implementation from Booth and co-workers was used to produce comparison 
simulations.  

What could not be controlled for were the interactions between the sub-models. 
Although the anatomical bases for the interactions in most cases were known, the 
precision of the implementations, as well as many parameters, were commonly hard to 
verify from experimental data. However, the lack of these information was, of course, 
one main reason to build the model, and by watching the overall model functionality, a 
good bases for estimating several unknown parameters emerged. 

It was also hard to determine the effect of the small neuron populations used in the 
simulations. Al thaw the available computer resources allowed simulations to 
incorporate a total of about 300 neurons, which may seam rather satisfactory, more than 
50 was seldom left to innervate each muscle. Al thaw no major changes in model 
behaviour were seen for simulations including a total of at least 60 neurons, significant 
changes may appear if dramatically larger populations are used.  

Although the whole simulation system was optimized in several aspects, the time 
required to complete large simulations remains a problem. Specifically, the variable time-
step simulations reduces the computer times dramatically, and make the system possible 
to run on a standard PC with a substantial number of interneurons and motoneurones 
(c.f., Figure 18 and 20).  

A complete model evaluation was beyond the scope of the current project and would 
therefore probably be the natural continuation of the modelling process. Still, it may 
also be interesting to look into possible improvements of the model functionality. Cim 
was designed to allow flexibility in its use as well as its internal relations. The number of 
neurons, synapses, motor units and muscles may be varied freely, and the connectivity 
between these elements contain few limits which would make it possible to create a 
much more complex mechanical model incorporating multiple joints affected by 
multijoint muscles. The most obvious limitation for these kinds of model improvements 
is the computational aspects. Even if the increasing mechanical complexity when using 
multiple joints is ignored, a model incorporating more muscles requires more neurons 
and more synapses, resulting in a system that may be very hard to run on a standard PC. 
It should be said that even if this kind of extensions may not be possible with 
computers currently available, realistic simulations may be possible in just a few years, 
considering the fast developing computer technologies.  
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Furthermore, the voluntary aspects of simulated movements have in the presented 
simulations only been represented by a constant, or linearly varying external potential, 
which is a poor representation of very complex signal patterns. Cim allows not only 
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complex types of inputs but also the incorporation of multiple neuronal levels into the 
neuron network (including representations of the midbrain and cortex!). A thrilling 
extension of the present work would be to study the motor effect of different input 
patterns, certainly in interaction with nonlinear neuron properties, as the earlier 
discussed plateau potentials. 

Conclusion 
Although a comprehensive evaluation of the Cim model was impossible, it is clear that a 
model built on multiple sub-models may be both realistic and efficient. Given the 
discussion in the introduction, the efforts of keeping models specific and simple may 
have resulted in a general neglect of the importance of combining and processing 
information on many levels. By incorporating the dynamics of multiple sub-models into 
a single system, these kinds of models may represent a powerful tool for studying 
emergent effects as well as estimating unknown variables in many situations. 

The present work resulted in a flexible system that have been shown to produce faithful 
simulation result on multiple levels of motor control. Moreover, the model remained 
reasonably fast and may be run at a standard PC even when simulating rather large 
systems. In sum, Cim can be regarded as a good starting-point for the development of 
computer models that may be used in future research on neuromotor systems.  

Finally, a model that – like Cim – makes use of sensory feedback to produce efficient 
motor output, may also be of interest in a more direct sense. If it, for instance, would be 
possible to incorporate such a model into limb prosthesis, allowing a mechanical arm or 
leg to locally make use of the same kind of feedback as a biological limb do, a 
completely new application field for these kind of models would arise. 
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APPENDIX A – THE NEURON MODEL  

Current balancing 
All constants were taken from (Booth, 1997), if not otherwise stated.  
For each neuron, the current balance equations for soma (s) and dendrite (d) are  
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 Eq. 32 

where VX represent the membrane potential in compartment X and Cm = 1 is the 
membrane capacitance. The coupling conductance (gc) and the soma surface ratio (p) 
determine the interaction properties of the compartments. In each time step, the applied 
current (IApp-X) and the leak current (ILeak) are given by  

)(tIgI XInXAppXApp −−− =  Eq. 33 

)( LeakXLeakLeak EVgI −=  Eq. 34 

where IIn-X(t) is an externally controlled, time dependent parameter, and gApp-X a 
conductance parameter dependent on relative neuron size.  

All voltage dependent ion currents are calculated as 

)(3
NaSNaSNa EVhmgI −=−  Eq. 35 
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 where EY represent the reversal potential for ion Y (see Table A1). The gating variable 
m updates as 
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while all other gating variables are given by 
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 where w is an alias for h, n, mN, hN and mL. Values of the half-activation/inactivation (θw) 
and full-activation/inactivation (kw) parameters for each gating variable are given in 
Table A2.  

 
Ion EY (mV)  Conductance in soma (mS/cm2) in dendrite (mS/cm2) 

Na 55   gNa 140* - 

 gKdr 35* - 
K -70* 

 gKCa 5 1.1 (0.69)** 

 gCaN 14 0.3 (0.4)** 
Ca 80 

 gCaL - 0.33 

Leak -60  gLeak 0.51 (0.8)** 0.51 

Table A1: Reversal 
potentials for ionic 
currents.  

Table A2: Values for maximum conductance densities.  

*  Constant from (Jones and Bawa, 1997), other values from (Booth, 1997). 

** Alternate values that are used for plateau potential simulation.  
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mN -30.0 -5.0 4=mNτ  

hN -45.0 5.0 40=hNτ  

mL -40.0 -7.0 40=mLτ  

TABLE A3: Half-activation/inactivation (θw), full-activation/inactivation (kw) and time 
constant’s values for the ion conductance’s gating variables.  

 

The intracellular calcium concentration (CaX) depends on the total current of Ca2+ ions, 
in the following manner 

( )XCaXCa
X CakIf

dt
dCa

−−= −α  Eq. 43  

In the soma, the Ica current is mediated merely by the N-like Ca2+ conductance, whereas 
in the dendrite both the N- and L-like Ca2+ conductance produce the total current. f = 
0.01 % represents the proportion of free to bound Ca2+ and α = 0.009 mol/C/µm 
converts the total Ca2+ current to concentration. kCa = 2 ms-1 is the Ca2+ removal rate.  
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Variable time step 
A four level variable time-step were used for all presented 
simulations, step lengths for each level found in Table A4. The 
step tolerance used was 0.3 mV.  
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Axonal delay 
The membrane potential of the axon and the binary spike 
buffer was simulated only at the top level frequency (c.f. 
Variable time-step, p. 19). A spike was initiated each time the 
membrane potential passed 0 mV.  

Level Step length (ms) 

1 0.25 

2 0.05 

3 0.01 

4 0.002 

Table A4: Step length’s for 
each step level of the 
variable time-step. (C.f., 
Figure 7.) 

The length of the axonal delay (i.e., the conduction time for an action potential 
transmitted through the axon of the presynaptic neuron), was dependent on the relative 
neuron size (Sn) and the length of its axon (Ln) as described by  
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LD =  Eq. 44 
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SSR nn  Eq. 46 

where Dn represent the axonal delay of neuron n. Rmax and Rmin are the largest and 
smallest values of the population R, respectively, while Vmax and Vmin are constants 
representing the highest and lowest conduction velocity of the population, respectively. 
For the simulations presented in this work, Vmax was set to 60 m/s and Vmin to 40 m/s. Sn 
is the relative size of the neuron n, and Smax and Smin the sizes of the largest and smallest 
neurons, respectively. 

The axon length (Ln) was assigned constant values dependent on the type of the neuron 
(n), where interneurons received a value of 0.05 m and the axon length of motoneurons 
were set to 0.2 m. 
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Code example 
The following MATLAB® source represents the complete implementation of the soma 
step function of the neuron model, compare with Equation 31 in the Current balancing 
section (p. 39). This function is called once for each top-level step and calculates all 
time-dependent variables of the soma for all neurons in the simulation. Note that the 
variable time-step is incorporated directly in the step-function. 

The --- represents irrelevant code that is left out from the display. Text after the % signs 
are comments. 

 
--- 

sid = 2-neurons.way; % Determines the buffer start position 

masq = 1:consts.pop; % Selects all neurons to be incorporated for the first level step 

incomming_fires = neurons.soma.v(t,:)>0; % Determines present spikes 

 

while 1 

  dt  = consts.minstep.*(abs(frame-t)); % Current timestep 

  tsv = neurons.soma.v(t,:); % Soma potential in time t 

--- 

  % Calculating ionic currents in soma: 

  neurons.soma.Ina(frame,masq)  = - consts.soma.gna(masq).* ... 
  (tsv(masq)(consts.Ena+consts.Erest)).*neurons.soma.m(t,masq).^3.* ... 
    neurons.soma.h(t,masq); 

  neurons.soma.Ik(frame,masq) = - consts.soma.gk(masq).*... 
    (tsv(masq)-(consts.Ek+consts.Erest)).*neurons.soma.n(t,masq).^4; 

  neurons.soma.Iks(frame,masq)  = 0; %- consts.soma.gks.*... 
    (tsv(masq)-(consts.Ek+consts.Erest)).*  neurons.soma.q(t,masq).^2; 

  neurons.soma.Ican(frame,masq) = - consts.soma.gcan(masq).*... 
    (tsv(masq)-(consts.Eca+consts.Erest)).*neurons.soma.mn(t,masq).^2.* ... 
    neurons.soma.hn(t,masq); 

  neurons.soma.Ikca(frame,masq) = - consts.soma.gkca(masq).*... 
    (tsv(masq)-(consts.Ek+consts.Erest)).*neurons.soma.ca(t,masq)./... 
    (neurons.soma.ca(t,masq)+consts.neurons.Kd); 

--- 

  % Calculating membrane potential for soma: 

  neurons.soma.v(frame,masq)=tsv(masq)+((neurons.soma.Iapp(1,masq).*... 
    neurons.soma.Iappg(masq) ... % Applayd current 

    + neurons.soma.Ina(frame,masq)... 
    + neurons.soma.Ik(frame,masq)... 
    + neurons.soma.Iks(frame,masq)... 
    + neurons.soma.Ican(frame,masq)... 
    + neurons.soma.Ikca(frame,masq)... % Ionic currents     

    + consts.neurons.gc./consts.neurons.p.*(tdv(masq)-tsv(masq))... % Dendritic nfluence  

    - synapses.soma.AMPA.r(sid,masq).*synapses.soma.AMPA.g(masq).*... 
    (tsv(masq)-synapses.soma.AMPA.E)... % AMPA Current 

    - synapses.soma.GABA.r(sid,masq).*synapses.soma.GABA.g(masq).*... 
    (tsv(masq)-synapses.soma.GABA.E)... % GABA Current 

    - consts.soma.gl(masq).*(tsv(masq)-(consts.El+consts.Erest))... % Leak 

    )./consts.neurons.Cm).*dt; 

--- 

  fsv = neurons.soma.v(frame,:); % Incomming soma membrane potential 

 

  % Calculating gating parameters for soma: 

  neurons.soma.m(frame,masq)=... 
    w(fsv(masq),consts.half_activation.m,consts.activation.m); 
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  neurons.soma.h(frame,masq)=neurons.soma.h(t,masq)+...  
    (w(fsv(masq),consts.half_activation.h,consts.activation.h)-... 
    neurons.soma.h(t,masq))./th(fsv(masq)).*dt; 

  neurons.soma.n(frame,masq)=neurons.soma.n(t,masq)+... 
    (w(fsv(masq),consts.half_activation.n,consts.activation.n)-... 
    neurons.soma.n(t,masq))./tn(fsv(masq)).*dt; 

  neurons.soma.mn(frame,masq)= neurons.soma.mn(t,masq)+... 
    (w(fsv(masq),consts.half_activation.mn,consts.activation.mn)-... 
    neurons.soma.mn(t,masq))./consts.t.mn.*dt; 

  neurons.soma.hn(frame,masq)= neurons.soma.hn(t,masq)+... 
    (w(fsv(masq),consts.half_activation.hn,consts.activation.hn)-... 
    neurons.soma.hn(t,masq))./consts.t.hn.*dt; 

  neurons.soma.ca(frame,masq)= neurons.soma.ca(t,masq)+... 
    consts.ca_f.*(consts.ca_alpha.*neurons.soma.Ican(frame,masq)-... 
    consts.ca_removal.*(neurons.soma.ca(t,masq))).*dt; 

--- 

  new_masq = masq(abs(tsv(masq)-fsv(masq))>consts.tolerance); 

  stepl = frame-t; 

  % Control for variable time step: 

  if and(new_masq,abs(stepl)>1)  

    frame = t+stepl./consts.downstep; 

    masq = new_masq; 

  else 

    if or(and(neurons.way,frame == ... 
      consts.buffer),and(not(neurons.way),frame==1)) % End of step 

      break 

    else 

        t = frame; 

        if neurons.way 

        modtest = t-1; 

      else 

        modtest = consts.buffer-t; 

      end 

      if mod(modtest,stepl.*consts.downstep) == 0 % Zoming out 

        frame = frame+stepl.*consts.downstep; 

        masq = find(not(fsv==consts.noval)); 

      else % Continuing in the same resulution 

        frame = frame+stepl;  

      end 

    end 

  end % if  

end % while   

--- 
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APPENDIX B – THE SYNAPSE MODEL 
The synapse model was configured to simulate two types of synapses, one excitatory 
(AMPA) and one inhibitory (GABA). All equations of the model is found in The synapse 
section (p. 19.) 

The strength of each synapse (i.e., the relative size of an synaptic input), was described 
as 

min
max

max
max g

S
SSgg n

n +
−

=  Eq. 47  

where gn are the strength of synapse n. gmax and gmin were constant values set to 0.1 and 
0.005, respectively, for both AMPA and GABA synapses. Sn is the relative size of the 
postsynaptic neuron n, and Smax and Smin the sizes of the largest and smallest neurons in 
the population, respectively. The reversal potentials for AMPA and GABA synapses are 
0 mV and -75 mV, respectively. 

Note that the g value for each synapse merely was introduced to create a realistic relation 
between neuron size and synaptic sensitivity, causing small neurons to be more sensitive 
to synaptic input than large ones. A synaptic weight, allowing the size of each synapse to 
be set individually, was also implemented, according to Lytton (Lytton 1989).  

The neurons were connected as shown in Figure 10B, with synaptic weights assigned 
randomly causing a 10% variation inside each population of synaptic connections. 
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APPENDIX C – THE MOTOR UNIT 
All equations used by the motor unit model are found in The motor unit section (p. 22). 
The amount of motor units and there connections to the neuron model was set 
individually for each simulation, but as a default, a third of the total neuron population 
was set up as motoneurons and connected to the motor unit model. To ensure that the 
muscles always produced an appropriate maximum force, the peak force of each motor 
unit had to be set as a function of the number of units in each simulation. However, the 
motor unit’s relative force, described by Equation 27 (p. 23), could be 27 held constant. 
The largest motor unit was always given a peak force 100 times larger than the smallest 
unit (Fuglevand, 1993). 

The maximum contraction time (TL) and the contraction time range (RT), used by 
Equation 28 and 29 (p. 23), was given a value of 90 ms and 3 times, respectively 
(Fuglevand, 1993). 
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APPENDIX D – THE MUSCLE MODEL 
The total muscle force for each muscle (m) may be described by a combination of the 
contractile force (FCE) and the passive elastic force (FPE) as follows (c.f., Figure 8). 

PECEm FFF +=  Eq. 48  

All equations and constants from (Brown, 1996).  

Contractile element 
The contractile element is modelled as a filter converting the active force (FACT) produ-
ced by the motor unit model to a realistic muscle force that depends on muscle length 
and contraction velocity.  

The contractile force is produced by the active force (FACT) given by the motor unit 
model, transmitted through the force-length and force-velocity filters as follows 

VLACTCE ffFF =  Eq. 49  
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where L is the current muscle length. β = 2.3, ρ = 1.62 ΅and ω = 1.26. V is positive 
when the muscle is stretched. aCON = 0.17, bCON = -0.68 and bECC = 0.18. aECC is length 
dependent and may be described by Equation 52 . 

 

rqLpLaECC ++= 2  Eq. 52  

Passive elastic element 
The passive elastic element is described by two equations, one representing the stretch 
force when the muscle is longer than its resting length, and the other producing negative 
stretch force when the muscle is shortened.  
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where c1 = 76.4, k1 = 0.053, Lr1 = 1.4, c2 = -0.02, k2 = -18.7 and Lr2 = 0.79. fPE is set to fit 
the maximum force of the contractile element, depending on the number of motor units 
incorporated in each simulation. 
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APPENDIX E – THE LIMB MODEL 
The joint angle (αjoint) was in each time step modified by the rotation velocity (ωjoint) as 

int
int

jo
jo

dt
d

ω
α

=  Eq. 54 

where ωjoint is given by 
( )

apparm

appdampviscarmextensorflexorjo

MM
V

I
TTTTT

dt
d

−
+−−−

=intω
 Eq. 55 

where Mapp is a time-varying variable representing a mass in the hand, applied with the 
velocity Vapp. The forearm mass (Marm) was set to 1.6 kg, and the inertia (I) was is given 
by 

2
armarmarm LMCI =  Eq. 56 

where the centre of gravity (Carm) is 1/3 and forearm length (Larm) is 0.46 m.  

The joint viscosity (Tvisc) have a constant value of 0.2 Nms/rad,  (Winters, 1985), while 
the torque for muscle x is given by  

( )xxscalexx LfFT αsin=  Eq. 57 

where x is an alias for flexor and extensor. The constant fscale converts the force form the 
muscle model (Fx), which is dependent on the number of motor units in the simulation, 
to an value appropriate for the limb. The slack length for flexor and extensor was both set 
to 0.3 m.  

The muscle angles for flexor and extensor were in each time-step calculated as 
( )( )
( )int

int
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sinatan

joflexorflexor

joflexor
flexor lL

l
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α
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−
=  Eq. 58 

( )( )
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sinatan

joextensorextensor

joextensor
extensor lL

l
α

α
α

−
=  Eq. 59 

where the maximum contraction offset (lx), was set to 0.034 and 0.028 for flexor and 
extensor, respectively (An, 1981). 

The forearm gravitation torque (Tarm) was calculated dependent on forearm mass (Marm), 
centre of gravitation (Carm) and forearm length (Larm) as follows. 

( ) ( )intsin5.0** joarmapparmarmarm LMCMgT α+=  Eq. 60 

The damp torque (Tdamp) that hold the elbow angle inside the desired range (0 < αjoint < 
180) was defined as 
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